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John Pack, Exhibitor Extraordinaire: 

 

The Final of the 2018 Adel Verpflichtet/Hoity Toity PBEM tournament has 

ended!  You can see all the results 

at:  http://www.gameaholics.com/adv_tournament.htm. 

 

The final was a close, hotly contested match settled by a tie on the final space -

- with another player, with the largest set, just one space behind the two front-

runners.  Congratulations to Haakon Monsen for prevailing!  The game began 

with a thieves' convention at the castle, presaging the long, 23-turn duration 

with no movement.  Tom DeMarco and Haakon got the initial jump with the D-

1885 and the $16,000 check respectively.  Seventeen wasted player-turns are 

recorded on the first six turns as players prefer caution to losing 

cards.  Beginning Turn Six, Lexi Shea began her sprint with the largest set at 

the time (6 cards) -- having won the opening with three useful turns!  But on the 
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next two turns, she had her set broken and lost a thief respectively.  Thereafter, 

she languished in the Auctionhouse -- unable to win a bid with her highest 

remaining check ($8,000) until Turn Seventeen -- and, once her thieves were 

both in jail, unable to be credible at the Castle.  She finished the game without 

a set -- having one again only on Turn Eighteen -- never reaching the second 

corner.  The cautious play by everyone hurt Lexi even more as the jail cells did 

not fill until Turn Seventeen when three detectives caught Allan Jiang red-

handed -- delaying her parole until Turn Twenty-One.  A life sentence in this 

game really means something!  Lexi's lack of options (no thieves, no exhibit, 

and no high checks) dominated the decision-making by everyone else from 

Turn Eight onward. 

  

On Turn Seven, Tom robbed both Lexi and John Pack to put himself in a nice 

position with the largest set (7 cards).  He served no time for his crime!  The 

next turn his detective put Lexi's thief in jail, defended his set, and moved from 

fifth to third place.  By Turn Nine, Tom was tied for the lead.  Tom stayed in the 

lead until the last turn slowly burning through his set.  John played the chaser -- 

remaining second to Lexi and then to Tom throughout the game -- breaking that 

trend only by stealing four items on the final move to score the biggest set and 

move one space behind the leaders for third place.  John counted on Allan 

holding cards back on the final turn to force another move. 

  

Allan was the very first player to move forward (on Turn Two).  However, he 

didn't move again until Turn Eighteen with a Detective for five.  By that point, 

he'd built the largest set -- a bulletproof colossus of AAABBBCDE (though the E 

stayed hidden until Turn Twenty).  Allan then exhibited every single turn 

thereafter -- with a single break to steal two items and lose his second thief on 

Turn Twenty-One.  Allan's set was not broken until the final move (losing his C 

to John).  Allan ties Haakon in advancement -- but his ten card set, now robbed 

to AAABBB, loses the tie. 

 

Haakon's story began last -- making his first move forward with a 7-card exhibit 
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on Turn Ten just as Tom was taking the lead.  However, on the next move he 

gave Tom an even bigger lead by guarding his exhibit.  The next few turns 

yielded little as the cautionary play led to the World Detectives Convention 

(WDC) on Turns 12 and 14 (with all but one player attending each).  The WDC 

did not live up to attendee's expectations!  Haakon's second move forward was 

on Turn Seventeen when the detective convention had a guest to fill the jail.  By 

that time, Haakon's check-stealing and bidding made his set tied with Allan with 

a nice ABCDDEEFF, for a bulletproof tail-end including the oldest D.  A bit of 

banditry gave him an 11-card set (and third E) but with both gang-members in 

jail.  After an exhibit that established his leadership and moved him into fourth 

place, three turns of Detectives (two successful) left him tied for second with 

Allen on Turn Twenty-One (presaging the final position).  On the final move, he 

exhibited -- but only the bulletproof DEEEFFF.  That gave Allan the 5-space 

move to Haakon's 3 spaces, but left Haakon with the second largest set to earn 

four more and then win the tie with Allan to seal the 

championship!  Congratulations, Haakon! 

  

Laurels, in order, go to Haakon Monsen, Allan Jiang, John Pack, Tom 

DeMarco, Lexi Shea, and the defending champion, Chris Trimmer (the best 

semi-finalist who didn't advance). 

 

The tournament will kick off again on April Fools' Day 2019.  I hope you'll join 

us again! 

 

Thank you for participating, John! 

 

John  
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